We have measured the magnetic susceptibility of hydrated powder of lysozyme by the Faraday method at different values of the applied magnetic field, and of lysozyme aqueous solutions by a superconducting magnetometer at different temperature. We find lysozyme to behave as a normal diamagnetic substance, and not in the abnormal way detected by previous authors.
A recent paper~1]in this journal called our attenfirm that no water is left in the sample following this tion on the abnormal magnetic behaviour of lysozyme. procedure. When measuring the magnetic susceptibilboth in solution and as hydrated powder. Therefore ity, in order to reduce the experimental error, a cornwe have investigated the susceptibility of lysozyme puter controlled apparatus was designed to switch on hydrated powder at different values of the magnetic and off the field and to average the data until the stafield and of two lysozyme aqueous solutions at differtistical error was sufficiently low. fig. I -Absolute values of x were derived by by a Cahn balance connected to a digital voltnieter.
comparison with data obtained on samples of known Using this method, it is easily seen that if some oxygen xlike liquid water [2] . This result indicates that x gas is present in the cell region, besides its possible does not show any dependence from the magnetic paramagnetic contribution to the absolute x value of field within the experimental error, besides the low the sample, it will also alter the measurement because the paramagnetic molecules create a pressure gradient. due to the field gradient, which produces on the sample an Archimedes' like force~We have checked the HYDRATED LYSOZIME POWDER T25C relevance of this effect by m:asuring the different susceptibilities of a glass sphere n pure nitrogen gas and in the two aqueous solutions, and the absolute value of the measured susceptibilities, show that lysozyme befield region where F~becomes too small to be meashaves as a normal diamagnetic substance. ured with sufficient accuracy.
The magnetic susceptibility of the lysozyme solutions at low magnetic field has been measured by a
